
Dell Fluid Data architecture 

Dynamically unify your data center
Dell Compellent: Self-optimized, intelligently tiered storage

Dell believes that storage should help you spend less while giving you the power to do more. Dell  

accomplishes this with the Dell™ Fluid Data™ architecture—the foundation of a portfolio of products 

designed to keep your data dynamic as your business grows by putting the right data in the right place at 

the right time for the right cost. Part of the Fluid Data architecture, Dell Compellent offers self-optimized, 

intelligently tiered storage that helps you capitalize on business-critical data with enterprise agility,  

efficiency and resiliency.

Next-generation Dell Compellent offerings provide  

a unified platform for your block and file data while  

building on the agility, efficiency and resiliency you have 

come to expect from Dell Compellent. Leveraging 12  

generations of design experience, the next-generation  

Dell Compellent SC8000 controller offers high  

performance and memory, advanced power efficiency,  

and improved diagnostics over previous generation  

systems. The new Dell Compellent FS8600 NAS solution 

introduces the highly scalable Dell Fluid File System to  

the Compellent family. With Dell hardware that has  

been custom-designed for Fluid File System products,  

the FS8600 shares a back-end infrastructure with  

Dell Compellent Storage Center, enabling you to  

create an efficient SAN and NAS system with a virtualized, 

scalable pool of disk to support your block and file  

storage needs.  

 

Together, Dell Compellent’s next-generation SC8000  

and FS8600 allow you to scale non-disruptively  

while enjoying the long-term economic advantages of  

the Compellent architecture for both block and file.



Agility with the future built in

Dell Compellent Storage Center based on SC8000  

and FS8600 provide a flexible SAN and NAS architecture 

that scales easily and adapts to evolving technology and 

business needs. Next-generation Compellent architecture 

adapts without artificial limits, restrictions, or complexities. 

Grow as your business requires without fear of technology 

limitations.

	 •	Easily	scale	up	and	out	across	block	and	file	without 
  disruption or forced platform rip-and-replace  
 •	Pay	only	once	for	features	with	perpetual	software 
  licensing—even across hardware upgrades  
 •	Continually	optimize	performance	and	data	placement 
  as the system scales  
	 •	Accommodate	unforeseeable	growth	with	flexible 
  memory and connectivity options as well as 
  performance and capacity scale  
 •	Take	advantage	of	the	64-bit	architecture	to	enable 
  highly-scalable block and file storage capacity  
 •	Leverage	new	VAAI	primitives	to	increase	flexibility	 
  in virtual environments

Efficiency designed to drive down your total cost  
of storage

Having separate solutions for your block and file data 
is costly and inefficient. The Dell Compellent Storage 
Center and FS8600 combine to deliver a single platform 
for block and file built on the efficiency and intelligence 
of Compellent’s patented architecture. Budget for your 
business by optimizing your back-end storage costs.

	 •	Avoid	the	complexity	and	overhead	of	separate 
  solutions for file and block  
	 •	Optimize	cost	and	data	placement	for	both	block	 
  and file environments with industry-leading 
  automated tiering  
	 •	Minimize	time	spent	managing	storage	with	intuitive 
  and automated tools and reporting  
	 •	Use	new	technologies	to	drive	efficiencies	beyond 
  core storage capability  
	 •	Help	reduce	data	center	cooling	costs	with	 
  energy-efficient Fresh Air technology and  
  next-generation power supplies  
	 •	Drive	down	TCO	by	extending	the	long-term 
  economic advantages of Compellent’s architecture  
  to block and file—95% of all Compellent systems  
  ever sold are still in active use

Resiliency to help ensure business continuity

Next-generation Dell Compellent offerings provide a fully 
integrated set of reliability features to help you focus on 
your business needs without worrying about the reliability 
of	your	storage.	Ensure	business	continuity	through	a	
resilient, highly-available solution paired with award-
winning  support.

	 •	Keep	critical	systems	at	the	ready	with	field-tested 
  design that delivers 99.999% availability across  
	 	 26M+	hours	of	uptime1  
 •	Defend	data	with	a	full	suite	of	built-in,	fully	integrated 
  features that provide local (snapshots) and remote  
  (sync/async replication, dynamic storage migration) 
  data protection  
 •	Deliver	failover	protection	with	redundant	controllers  
 •	Proactively	address	concerns	before	they	become 
  issues with industry-leading, award-winning Copilot 
  Support—a 96.77% customer satisfaction rating2 
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Dell Compellent Enterprise Storage

Enterprise storage built to maximize the business  
value of IT

Intelligent	and	optimized,	the	Dell	Compellent	Storage	
Center SAN is an all-in-one storage array that allows you 
to actively manage data at a highly granular level using 
built-in intelligence and automation features.

Scale-out NAS as dynamic as your business

The FS8600 adds scale-out NAS to Compellent’s product 
portfolio and introduces the Dell Fluid File System to the 
Dell Compellent storage environment. Fluid File System 
is a clustered file system that avoids the architectural 
limitations of traditional file systems, allowing storage 
capacity and performance to be scaled non-disruptively 
while supporting a variety of reliability features to ensure 
robust data protection and high availability.

Choose what works for your data center

Administrators can mix SSDS, SAS drives and  
enclosures in the same system, as well as access  
data across a full range of standard interconnects  
and protocols—providing the ability to choose  
the right interface for each application and  
IT	environment.

Create a dynamic shared storage pool for your  
enterprise

Dell Compellent enables you to create a dynamic  
pool of shared storage resources for both block  
and	file	needs.	Present	disk	capacity	to	servers	or	 
the NAS appliance and create virtual volumes without 
designating	specific	tiers	of	drives	or	RAID	levels	and	
without complicated capacity planning or performance 
tuning. There is no need to carve spindles separately  
for block versus file, and data is restriped across all  
drives within a storage pool when capacity is added, 
providing non-disruptive scaling.

Use fewer physical disks and improve utilization

Dell Compellent Dynamic Capacity thin provisioning  
only consumes capacity when writes actually occur, 
leaving all allocated but unused disk space available  
to your other servers and applications. The advantages  
of Dynamic Capacity apply to volumes allocated for  
SAN use as well as those allocated to the FS8600 for  
NAS use. 

Move block and file data to the optimal tier  
automatically

Patented	Dell	Compellent	Data	Progression	software	
intelligently moves data to the optimal storage tier and/or 
RAID	level	based	on	actual	use	and	performance	needs—
without technology add-ons or manual intervention. The 
result is a self-tuning storage system that requires fewer 
high-performance disks, reduces power and cooling 
costs, and minimizes data center footprint. The benefits 
of	Data	Progression	extend	to	all	Storage	Center	volumes,	
including those allocated to the FS8600 for NAS use.

Protect your data with continuous snapshots

Protect	your	data	and	minimize	your	backup	window.	 
For	block-based	data,	Dell	Compellent	Data	Instant	
Replay	uses	pointer-based	snapshots.	Once	an	initial	
snapshot of a volume is taken, only incremental changes 
in data need to be captured. These readable and writable 
Replays are automatically stored on lower-cost drives, 
saving disk space while speeding local recovery of lost  
or deleted files. For file data, the FS8600 provides 
redirect-on-write snapshots at the Fluid File System  
level that avoid the performance degradation of 
traditional approaches.

Right-size recovery with thin replication

For block-level replication, Dell Compellent Remote 
Instant	Replay	replicates	space-efficient	Replays	between	
local and remote sites. At the file level, the FS8600 also 
supports replication between sites leveraging Fluid File 
System snapshots. After initial site synchronization, only 
incremental changes in data are replicated, cutting 
hardware, bandwidth, and administration costs compared 
to	traditional	DR	solutions.	Plus,	Dell	Compellent	storage	
integrates	directly	with	VMware	vCenter	Site	Recovery	
Manager	(SRM),	delivering	seamless,	automated	disaster	
recovery for virtual infrastructures.

Simplify storage management

A single, centralized console supports the administration 
of multiple local and remote Storage Center systems.  
You can configure and verify remote replication 
processes, monitor storage capacity and disk utilization 
in real time, and generate comprehensive enterprise 
storage usage and performance reports. Dell Compellent 
Enterprise	Manager	also	supports	FS8600	management	
features, including initial deployment and configuration  
of the system, provisioning of storage, and performance 
and health monitoring.
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Dell Compellent SC8000 Tech Specs

Product Operating System Storage Center 6.1 or later

OS Support Microsoft® Windows®	Server,	Solaris,	HP-UX,	Linux,	IBM	AIX,	Novell	NetWare,	Apple,	Tru64,	
VMware®

Processor Two	2.5	GHz	Six-core	(Sandy	Bridge)	Intel™ processors per controller

Storage Capacity
Each	system	supports	up	to	960	SAS	drives.	The	maximum	usable	capacity	supported	by	a	 
system	varies	based	on	configuration.	Each	3.5"	SAS	enclosure	holds	up	to	12	SAS	drives.	 
Each	2.5"	SAS	enclosure	holds	up	to	24	SAS	drives.

Drive Interfaces
SAS and NL-SAS drives. Also backwards compatible with existing Compellent Fibre Channel  
and SATA drives. Different drive types, transfer rates and rotational speeds can be mixed in  
same system.

Disk Drives:

SAS SSD (2.5-inch) 200GB SAS
400GB	SAS	(will	be	supported	with	SC200/SC220)	

Fibre Channel HDD (3.5-inch)
300GB	15K	RPM
450GB	15K	RPM
600GB	15K	RPM

SAS HDD (2.5-inch)

146GB	15K	RPM
300GB	15K	RPM
600GB	10K	RPM
900GB	10K	RPM
1TB	7.2K	RPM

SAS HDD (3.5-inch)

450GB	15K	RPM
600GB	15K	RPM
1TB	7.2K	RPM
2TB	7.2K	RPM
3TB	7.2K	RPM

RAID
Supports	RAID	0,	5,	6	RAID	10,	and	RAID	10	DM	(dual	mirror).	Any	combination	of	RAID	levels	
can	exist	on	a	single	Storage	Center.	Multiple	RAID	levels	can	exist	on	the	same	storage	tier	
within an array.

Connectivity

Front-end Connectivity Fibre	Channel	(4Gb,	8Gb),	iSCSI	(1Gb,	10Gb),	FCoE	(10Gb)
Simultaneous interface support 

Maximum Front-end Ports
16	(Fibre	Channel),	10	(1Gb	iSCSI),	10	(10Gb	iSCSI),	10	(FCoE)	per	controller
NOTE:	SC8000	controller	can	support	up	to	16	FC	front-end	ports	with	4-port	low-profile	SAS	
back-end	IO	option.

Back-end Connectivity SAS	(6Gb,	3Gb),	Fibre	Channel	(2Gb,	4Gb,	8Gb)

Maximum Back-end Ports 16 (FC), 10 (SAS) per controller 
NOTE:	No	SATA	ports,	FC	and	SATA	enclosures	are	connected	to	8Gb	Fibre	Channel	IO	card.

Chassis

Storage Controller

Rack	size:	2U
Height:	87.3	mm	(3.44	inch)
Width:	482.4	mm	(18.98	inch)	with	rack	latches;	444	mm	(17.08	inch)	without	rack	latches
Depth:	755.8	mm	(29.75	inch)	with	bezel
Weight:	19.73	kg	(43.5	lbs)

Environmental Operating Conditions

SC8000 Controller 

Power:	Dual,	redundant	750W	power	supplies	with	Platinum	efficiency
Heat	Dissipation:	2891	BTU/hr	rated	power	supply
Operating	Temperature:	50	-	95°F	(10	-	35°C)	
Non-operating	Temperature:	-40	-	149°F	(-40	-	65°C)	
Operating	Humidity	Ranges	(non-condensing):	Operating,	20%	to	80%	
Non-operating	Humidity	(non-condensing):	5%	to	95%
Inlet	Type:	NEMA	5-15/CS22.2,	n°42

Enterprise Software 

Storage Center Core

Drive virtualization
Port	virtualization
Server mapping
Drive optimizer
Thin import

Application optimizer
Copy-mirror-migrate
Boot from SAN 
Heterogeneous	OS
LUN	masking

Performance	monitoring
Unified	user	interface
System administration
Remote monitoring/phone home

Storage Center Licensed Features

Data	Instant	Replay
Remote	Instant	Replay
Dynamic Capacity
Data	Progression

Fast Track
Dynamic Controllers
Enterprise	Manager

Multipath	Manager	for	Microsoft	Servers
Replay	Manager
Live	Volume
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FS8600 Technical Specifications

Form Factor 2U

Power Supplies 2	PSUs	per	appliance,	717W,	115-230	VAC

Backup Power Supply 1 battery per controller, 2 batteries per appliance

CPU Dual	Intel	E5620	4	core	/	12MB	L3	/	80W	/	2.4GHz	per	controller

Memory 24GB	DDR3	1066	MHz	per	controller

Back-end Connectivity 2x8Gb FC ports per controller (switch required)

Front-end Connectivity 1GbE	version:	4x1GbE	ports	per	controller,	10GbE	version:	2x10GbE	ports	per	controller

Protocols CIFS/SMBv1.0,	NFSv3,	Active	Directory,	LDAP,	NIS,	NDMP,	SNMP

Clustering Single	namespace	for	up	to	4	appliances	(8	controllers),	active/active	clustering	for	controller	
pairs

Maximum Storage Capacity 1PB	(with	two	Storage	Center	systems	and	SCOS	6.x)

Storage Center Requirements Max	number	of	Storage	Center	systems:	2,	Supported	controllers:	Series	40	and	SC8000,	 
Minimum	SCOS	version:	5.5.6	or	6.0.5,	Minimum	Enterprise	Manager	version:	6.1

Replication Asynchronous to peer FS8600 appliance(s), like-to-like configurations only

Snapshots Redirect-on-write, user-accessible over the network

Deduplication/compression Not supported

Automated Tiering Compellent	Data	Progression	applied	to	NAS	Pool

Thin Provisioning Block-level with Compellent Dynamic Capacity

Space Reclamation Not supported

Management Enterprise	Manager	and	Fluid	File	System	GUI

NDMP Three-way	via	Ethernet	ports

Antivirus ICAP

Boot Options Local boot

Feature Dell Compellent Copilot Support

Support Options 24x7	Support,
Priority	Response

24x7	Support,
Next Business Day Response

24x7	Support,
Call	Center	Only

Call Center Support 24x7	Support	Center 24x7	Support	Center 24x7	Support	Center

On-site Response Priority	(4-,	8-	or	24-hour) Next Business Day —

Parts Delivery Priority	(4-,	8-	or	24-hour) Next Business Day UPS	Ground

Software Releases Perpetual	Software	Licensing Perpetual	Software	Licensing Perpetual	Software	Licensing

PhoneHome Technology 24x7	Monitoring	&	Response 24x7	Monitoring	&	Response 24x7	Monitoring	&	Response

Incident Fees $0 $0 Time	&	Material

Proactive support

Dell Compellent Copilot Support goes beyond traditional support offerings with the right combination of proactive 
processes, personal support and professional expertise to help ensure the satisfaction of every customer.

1 Results	based	on	January	2012	internal	Dell	testing	with	actual	MTBF	calculated	from	a	run	time	total	of	26	million+	hours	
(accumulated	by	6,724	systems).	Run	time	and	availability	impacting	failures	for	a	6	month	period	from	8/2011	thru	1/2012.	
Estimated	weighted	average	MTTR	of	7.2	hours	for	12	hour	part	SLA,	4.5	hours	for	4	hour	part	SLA.		Based	on	high	level	
hardware	platform	comparisons	it	is	expected	that	the	SC8000	will	experience	similar	availability	performance	as	Series	30/40.	
Actual SC8000 availability performance data will be available approximately 6 months post GA release. 
 
2 Results based on Dell survey, April 2012

Learn how Dell Compellent can give you the power to do 
more with your data at Dell.com/Compellent.
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